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We study perturbations of type B } { of Dirichlet operators (L0, D(L0))
associated with Dirichlet forms of type E0(u, v)= 12  ({u, {v) H d+ on L
2(E, +)
where E is a finite or infinite dimensional Banach space. Here H denotes a
Hilbert space densely and continuously embedded in E. Assuming quasi-regularity
of (E0, D(E0)) we show that there always exists a closed extension of
Lu :=L0u+(B, {u) H that generates a sub-Markovian C0-semigroup of contrac-
tions on L2(E, +) (resp. L1(E, +)), if B # L2(E ; H, +) and  (B, {u)H d+0, u0.
If D is an appropriate core for (L0, D(L0)) we show that there is only one closed
extension of (L, D) in L1(E, +) generating a strongly continuous semigroup. In par-
ticular we apply our results to operators of type 2H+B } {, where 2H denotes the
GrossLaplacian on an abstract Wiener space (E, H, #) and B=&idE+v, where v
takes values in the CameronMartin space H.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
0. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with the problem of whether certain
(non-symmetric) first order perturbations of Dirichlet operators on finite or
in particular infinite dimensional state spaces have extensions which
generate sub-Markovian C0-semigroups and, if so, whether there is only
one such extension.
In order to explain our results more precisely we first consider the
following special finite dimensional example: Denote the closure of
1
2 | ({u, {v) .2 dx; u, v # C 0 (Rd)
in L2(Rd, .2 dx) by (E0, D(E0)), where . # L2(Rd, dx) with |{.| #
L2loc(R
d, dx). Denote the associated generator by (L0, D(L0)) and let
T 0t =e
tL0, t0, be the corresponding semigroup. Let B be a measurable
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vector field on Rd and assume that |B| # L2(Rd, .2 dx). We can then define
the linear operator
Lu :=L0u+(B, {u); u # C 0 (R
d).
Question 1. Is there a linear operator (L, D(L)) on L2(Rd, .2 dx) (resp.
L1(Rd, .2 dx)) extending (L, C 0 (R
d)) such that (L, D(L)) generates a
C0 -semigroup (Tt)t0 which is sub-Markovian (i.e., 0u1 implies
0Ttu1 for all t0)?
Question 2. If the answer to Question 1 is yes, is (L, D(L)) having
these properties unique?
Assuming  |x| 2 .2(x) dx<, the answer to Question 1 is positive
under the following condition
| (B, {u) .2 dx0 \u # C 0 (Rd), u0. (0.1)
The proof relies on the application of a method due to E. A. Carlen (cf.
[Ca]) which he used in the construction of conservative diffusions and
which is partly generalized to our situation. We approximate B by bounded
vector fields Bn, n1, such that |B&Bn|  0 in L2(Rd, .2 dx). For every
n we can define the operator Lnu :=L0u+(Bn, {u) , u # D(L0), that
obviously generates a strongly continuous sub-Markovian semigroup
(T nt )n1 on L
2(Rd, .2 dx). By (0.1) it is then easy to see that (T nt u)t0 is
an L2(Rd, .2 dx)-Cauchy sequence for bounded u and that the limit Ttu
can be extended to a sub-Markovian contraction operator on
L2(Rd, .2 dx) as well as on L1(Rd, .2 dx). However, in order to prove that
the family (Tt)t0 is a strongly continuous semigroup whose generator
indeed extends (L, C 0 (R
d)) we have to use probabilistic tools, i.e.,
diffusions M0=(0, M0, (Xt)t0 , (P0x)x # Rd) and M
n=(0, Mn, (Xt)t0 ,
(Pnx)x # Rd) on R
d with transition probabilities given by (T 0t )t0 resp.
(T nt )t0. The family (Tt)t0 can then be identified as the transition semi-
group of some diffusion process MB=(0, MB, (Xt)t0 , (Qx)x # Rd)
obtained as the Girsanov-transform of M0.
We would like to emphasize that the role of the Laplacian in the above
discussion can be replaced by a more general second order strongly elliptic
operator.
Assuming the answer to Question 1 is positive, applying a method we
learnt from a paper by V. A. Liskevich and Yu. A. Semenov (cf. [LiS]), we
show that (L, D(L)) is the unique operator on L1(Rd, .2 dx) that extends
(L, C 0 (R
d)) and generates a C0 -semigroup, provided C 0 (R
d) is a domain
of essential self-adjointness for the unperturbed operator (L0, D(L0)). This
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already implies that C 0 (R
d) is an operator core for (L, D(L)). We thank
Andreas Eberle for pointing out this connection to us.
The above programme is carried out (both for Question 1 and Ques-
tion 2) in the general framework of gradient Dirichlet forms on (finite and
infinite dimensional) Banach spaces (cf. [AR, MR]). The existence result
is formulated in Theorem 1.1 and the uniqueness result in Theorem 1.2.
As an application we discuss in particular the case of an abstract Wiener
space. More precisely we apply our results to operators of type
L= 12 (2H+B } {), where 2H is the GrossLaplacian on some abstract
Wiener space (E, H, #) and B=&idE+v, where v # L2(E ; H, +) (i.e., L0
above is the generalized Schro dinger operator 12 (2H&idE)+{..) (cf.
[RZ]). Assuming that + is a finite positive measure such that
| Lu d+=0 \u # FC b ,
we can show, by using a result of Bogachev and Ro ckner (cf. [BR]), that
there always exists a closed extension of L that generates a strongly con-
tinuous contraction semigroup that is associated with some +-tight
standard process on E.
Finally, we would like to mention that in the special finite dimensional
case illustrated above under the stronger assumptions that ., |{.| #
L2(Rd, dx) and  (B, {u) .2 dx=0 \u # C 0 (R
d) it follows from a general
result obtained by P. Cattiaux and C. Leonard with different techniques (cf.
[CL]) that there exists a strong Markov probability measure Q on
C([0, T], Rd) (= the space of all continuous functions | : [0, T]  Rd)
that solves the martingale problem corresponding to (L, C 0 (R
d)), which
should also imply the existence of the generator (L, D(L)) as above.
However, it seems that their method does not imply the existence of the
‘‘full’’ diffusion process MB=(0, MB, (Xt)t0 , (Qx)x # Rd) rather than only
the probability measure Q mentioned above which coincides with
Q.2 dx= Qx.2(x) dx.
1. MAIN RESULTS
(a) Preliminaries
Let E be a separable real Banach space, H a separable real Hilbert space
such that H/E densely and continuously. Identifying H with its dual, we
obtain E$ /H/E densely and continuously. Let
FCb : =[ f (l1 , ..., lm) | m # N, f # C

b (R
m), l1 , ..., lm # E$ ],
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where C b (R
m) denotes the space of all smooth functions f on Rm with f
and all partial derivatives bounded.
For u # FC b and k # E define (uk)(z) :=(dds) u(z+sk)| s=0 , z # E.
Clearly, for u= f (l1 , ..., lm) and k # H we have that
u
k
(z)= :
m
i=1
f
xi
(l1(z), ..., lm(z)) li (k)
= :
m
i=1
f
xi
(l1(z), ..., lm(z))(li , k) H .
Consequently k [ (uk)(z) is continuous on H and we can define
{u(z) # H by
({u(z), k) H=
u
k
(z).
Let + be a finite positive measure on the Borel _-algebra B(E ) of E with
supp +=E. Define the bilinear form (E0, FC b ) by
E0(u, v)= 12 | ({u, {v) H d+; u, v # FC b .
The existence of the integral is well known (cf. [MR, p. 57,
Remark II.3.7]). Suppose that (E0, FC b ) is closable in L
2(E, +) (cf. [MR,
Section I.3]). It is easy to see that the closure (E0, D(E0)) is a (symmetric)
Dirichlet form (cf. [MR, Section I.4]). Denote by (L0, D(L0)) the corre-
sponding generator and by (T 0t )t0 the corresponding semigroup. We
assume that FC b & D(L
0)/L2(E, +) dense. Closability of (E0, FC b ) has
been investigated by Albeverio and Ro ckner in [AR]. For a sufficient con-
dition we refer to [MR, p. 57, Proposition II.3.8]. We define E0-nests,
E0-exceptional sets as well as the notions E0-quasi everywhere (E0-q.e.) and
E0-quasi continuous (E0-q.c.) as in [MR, Chap. III]. These notions coin-
cide with the corresponding ones in [FOT, Chap. 2] since E0 is symmetric
and 1 # D(E0).
Suppose that B : E  H is a measurable vector field in L2(E; H, +), i.e.,
|
E
|B(z)| 2H +(dz)<+.
Define the linear operator (L, FC b & D(L
0)) on L2(E, +) by
Lu :=L0u+(B, {u) H .
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This paper now deals with questions about existence and uniqueness of
(closed) extensions of (L, FC b & D(L
0)) that generate (sub-Markovian)
strongly continuous contraction semigroups on L2(E, +) (resp. L1(E, +)).
(b) An Existence Result
In this subsection we assume that
(E.1) | l 2(z) +(dz)<+ \l # K,
where K is a dense subspace of E$ ;
(E.2) (E0, D(E0)) is quasi-regular (cf. [MR, Sect. IV.3]);
(E.3) |
E
(B(z), {u(z)) H +(dz)0 \u # FC b , u0.
By the general theory of Dirichlet forms there exists a +-tight special
standard process M0=(00, M0, (X 0t )t0 , (P
0
x)x # E2) properly associated
with (E 0, D(E0)); i.e., E.0[ f (X 0t )] is an E
0-q.c. +-version of T 0t f for any
f # Bb(E ), t>0, where Bb(E ) denotes the set of all bounded B(E )-
measurable functions on E (cf. [MR, Chap. IV] for the notion of a +-tight
special standard process).
Since {u2=2u } {u, u # FC b , we have that
|
E
(B(z), {u(z))H u(z) +(dz)0 \u # FC b . (1.1)
Note that the operator (L, FC b & D(L
0)) is dissipative; i.e.,
(Lu, u)L2(E, +)=(L0u, u)+|
E
(B, {u) H u d+0; u # FC b & D(L
0),
due to the fact that (L0, D(L0)) is dissipative and (1.1).
We know by a theorem of Phillips (cf. [P] or [D, Sect. 6.1]) that there
is some maximal dissipative extension of (L, FC b & D(L
0)) in L2(E, +)
that generates a strongly continuous contraction semigroup. Three questions
now arise. The first question is whether there is some maximal extension
that generates a sub-Markovian strongly continuous contraction semigroup
(Tt)t0 on L2(E, +); the second is whether there is a Markov process
MB=(0, MB, (Xt)t0 , (Qx)x # E2) with nice sample path properties that is
associated with (Tt)t0 (i.e., E .Q[ f (Xt)] is a +-version of Tt f for all
f # Bb(E ), t0), and the third is about connections between MB and
Markov processes M0 that are properly associated with (E0, D(E0)).
Under the assumptions listed above we show the following
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Theorem 1.1. There exists a +-tight standard process MB=(0, MB,
(Xt)t0 , (Qx)x # E2) having + as excessive measure (i.e.;  E
Q
x [ f (Xt)]
+(dx) f d+ \f # B+(E )) that is a conservative diffusion in the sense that
Qx[‘=+]=1 +-a.e. and Qx[t [ Xt is continuous on [0, ‘)]=1 for any
x # E, whose transition semigroup induces a strongly continuous sub-
Markovian contraction semigroup on L2(E, +). The corresponding generator
(L, D(L)) is an extension of (L, FC b & D(L
0)).
Moreover, there exists a +-tight standard process M=(0, M, (Xt)t0 ,
(Px)x # E2) that is properly associated with (E
0, D(E0)) such that
Qx RPx on _(Xs | st) & [‘>t] \t0, x # E.
Especially
Q+ RP+ on _(Xs | st) \t0.
Proof. See Section 2 below.
Remark. If FC b & D(L
0) is a domain of essential self-adjointness for
the unperturbed operator (L0, D(L0)) (i.e. FC b & D(L
0)/D(L0) is dense
w.r.t. the graph norm), the process MB is unique in the following sense: Let
M B with transition semigroup (q~ t)t0 be another right process having + as
excessive measure. If the corresponding L2-generator is an extension of
(L, FC b & D(L
0)) we obtain by the uniqueness result in Section (c) below
that q~ t f is a +-version of Tt f too for all f # Bb(E ).
(c) A Uniqueness Result
In this subsection we assume that
U.1. There is a (closed) extension (L$, D(L$)) of (L, FC b & D(L
0))
in L1(E, +) that generates a strongly continuous semigroup (Tt)t0 .
We are able to show the following:
Theorem 1.2. Let D/FC b & D(L
0) be a domain of essential self-
adjointness for (L0, D(L0)). Then:
(i) If (Bn)n1 is a sequence of bounded measurable vector fields in
L2(E ; H, +) such that |Bn&B|H  0 in L2(E, +) and if (T nt )t0 denotes the
strongly continuous semigroup corresponding to the generator (Ln, D(L0))
(where Lnu :=L0u+(Bn, {u) H) then
lim
n  
T nt u=Ttu \u # D(L
0) & L(E, +) in L1(E, +).
(ii) (Tt)t0 is sub-Markovian.
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(iii) (L$, D(L$)) is the only (closed ) extension of (L, D) in L1(E, +)
which generates a strongly continuous semigroup. Moreover, D/D(L$) dense
w.r.t. the graph norm, i.e. (L$, D(L$)) is the closure of (L, D) in L1(E, +).
(iv) (Tt)t0 induces a strongly continuous semigroup on L2(E, +),
again denoted with (Tt)t0 , whose generator (L, D(L)) is just the part of
(L$, D(L$)) on L2(E, +), i.e., Lu=L$u on D(L) and
D(L)=[u # D(L$) & L2(E, +) | L$u # L2(E, +)],
and therefore an extension of (L, D).
Proof. See Section 3 below.
Remark. Note that U.1 is fulfilled in the situation of Section (b). Due
to Theorem 1.1 there is an extension (L, D(L)) of (L, FCb & D(L
0)) that
generates a strongly continuous contraction semigroup (Tt)t0 on L2(E, +)
that induces a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on L1(E, +) as
well. Hence, if D/FC b & D(L
0) is a domain of essential self-adjointness
for the ‘‘unperturbed’’ operator (L0, D(L0)) we obtain that (L, D(L)) is the
only closed extension of (L, D) that generates a strongly continuous semi-
group (Tt)t0 on L2(E, +) such that
| |Ttu| d+| |u| d+, \u # L2(E, +).
Remark. Sufficient conditions for a subset D/D(L0) to be a domain of
essential self-adjointness for (L0, D(L0)) have been given in many situa-
tions by several authors; for example S. Albeverio, Yu. G. Kondratiev,
M. Ro ckner, I. Shigekawa, and N. Wielens (cf. [AKR1, AKR2] for refer-
ences and corresponding results).
(d) Application to Invariant Measures
In this subsection we give some connections of our result to the work of
Bogachev and Ro ckner (cf. [BR]) from which our work started (cf. [BR,
Remark 3.0 and Remark 3.2]). Suppose we are given an abstract Wiener
space (E, H, #), i.e., E is a separable real Banach space, H a separable real
Hilbert space continuously and densely embedded into E, and # a Gaussian
measure on B(E ) with covariance ( } , } ) H . Suppose also that we are
given another probability measure + on B(E ) with supp +=E and
 l 2(x) +(dx)<+ for any l # E $ .
Assume that B*: E  E is a measurable vector field such that
B*(x)=&x+v(x) and v # L2(E ; H, +).
Then the operator
Lu := 12 2Hu+
1
2E $({u, B*) E ; u # FC

b
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is well defined on L2(E, +). Here E $( } , } )E denotes the dualization between
E $ and E and 2H the GrossLaplacian; i.e.,
2H u(x)= :
n
i, j=1
2f
xi xj
(l1 , ..., ln)(x)(li , lj) H
for u= f (l1 , ..., ln) # FC b .
Assume furthermore, that L is +-harmonic; i.e.,
| Lu d+=0 \u # FC b . (1.2)
Then we can show the following
Proposition 1.3. There exists a closed extension (L, D(L)) of
(L, FC b ) that generates a strongly continuous contraction semigroup
(Tt)t0 on L2(E, +). + is invariant for (Tt)t0 . Moreover, (Tt)t0 is
associated with a +-tight standard process MB*=(0, MB*, (Xt)t0 ,
(Qx)x # E2) with lifetime ‘ that is a conservative diffusion in the sense that
Qx[‘=+]=1 +-a.e. and Qx[t [ Xt is continuous on [0, ‘)]=1 for any
x # E.
Proof. By [BR, Theorem 3.5] + is absolutely continuous w.r.t. # and its
density \ admits a representation \=.2 with . # H1, 2(#) (where H 1, 2(#) is
just the domain of the Dirichlet form D which is given by the closure of
 ({u, {v) H d# on FC b in L
2(E, #)). Furthermore, the logarithmic
derivative ;+H of + associated with H exists and admits a representation
;+H(x)=&x+2({..) (x) (for the terminology we refer to [BR]). Hence
we can define the form (E0, FC b ) on L
2(E, +) by
E0(u, v)= 12 | ({u, {v) H d+.
Since every h # E $ is well-+-admissible (cf. [MR, Section II.3]) the form
(E0, FC b ) is closable on L
2(E, +) and its closure (E0, D(E0)) a symmetric
Dirichlet form on L2(E, +). Denote by (L0, D(L0)) the associated gener-
ator. It is easy to see that FC b /D(L
0) and
L0u= 12 2H u+
1
2E $({u, ;
+
H) E ; u # FC

b .
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Set B := 12 (B*&;
+
H)=
1
2v&{... Clearly B # L
2(E ; H, +) and
| (B, {u) H d+=| Lu d+&| L0u d+=0; u # FC b (1.3)
by (1.2) and the fact that  L0u d+=&E0(u, 1)=0. Note that
L0u+(B, {u) H=Lu, u # FC b .
In order to apply Theorem 1.1 we therefore only have to check that
(E0, D(E0)) is quasi-regular. This follows immediately from [MR,
Sect. IV.4] because
E0(u, v)= :
k # K0
|
u
k
v
k
d+; u, v # FC b (1.4)
where K0 /E $ is such that K0 is an orthonormal basis of H and
:
k # K0
E $ (l, k) 2E= :
k # K0
(l, k) 2H=&l&2HC &l&2E $ (1.5)
for some constant C>0, since the embedding E $ /H is continuous. The
+-invariance of (Tt)t0 follows from Lemma 2.12(iii). K
Remark. Note that also  (&B, {u) H d+=0, \u # FC b . Due to
Theorem 1.1 again there exists a +-tight standard process M&B* whose
transition semigroup induces a sub-Markovian C0-semigroup of contrac-
tions (T t)t0 on L2(E, +) whose generator (L , D(L )) is a closed extension
of (L , FC b ) where
L u :=L0u&(B, {u) H= 12 2H u+ E $({u, ;
+
H&
1
2 B*) E ; u # FC

b .
Note that for u, v # FCb
(Lu, v)L2(E, +)=(L0u, v)L2(E, +)+| (B, {u) H v d+
=(u, L0v)L2(E, +)+| (B, {(uv)) H d+&| (B, {v) H u d+
=(u, L v)L2(E, +) .
This does not imply that (L , D(L )) is the adjoint operator of (L, D(L)).
Unfortunately we cannot show this, since we do not know, that FC b is
dense in D(L) w.r.t. the graph norm.
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
(a) Approximation of B
Let (en)n1 be a complete orthonormal system in H such that en # K \n.
If dim H< let en=0 for n>dim H. Define ,n : E  R by ,n(z)=
E $(en , z) E . Clearly, ,n # L2(E, +). It is well known that ,n # D(E0) and
{,n=en .
For a measurable vector field W : E  H denote by Wn the measurable
function Wn(z)=(W(z), en) H . Clearly Wn # L2(E, +) for |W|H # L2(E, +)
and &Wn&L2(E, +)& |W|H &L2(E, +) . We say that W is bounded if
|W|H # L(E, +).
For n take bounded measurable functions bn, i : E  R, 1in, such
that
&bn, i&Bi &L2(E, +)
1
n
.
It follows that
Bn(z) := :
n
i=1
bn, i (z) ei
is a bounded measurable vector field such that
|
E
|B(z)&Bn(z)| 2H +(dz)= :
n
i=1
|
E
|Bi (z)&bn, i (z)| 2 +(dz)
+ :

i=n+1
|
E
Bi (z)2 +(dz)

1
n
+ :

i=n+1
|
E
Bi (z)2 +(dz)  0 for n  .
Since |Bn| H is bounded and D(L0)/D(E0) we can define the operator
(Ln, D(L0)) by Lnu=L0u+(Bn, {u) H .
(b) Existence of a Strongly Continuous Semigroup (T nt )t0 with
Corresponding Generator (Ln, D(L0))
Proposition 2.1. (Ln, D(L0)) generates a strongly continuous semigroup
(T nt )t0 on L
2(E, +) such that
T nt (L
2(E, +))/D(L0) \t>0, n1.
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For the proof we need the following
Lemma 2.2. Suppose W : E  H is a bounded vector field. Then for
arbitrary =>0 there exists a constant C= such that
} | (W, {u)H u d+ }= E0(u, u)+C=&u&2L2(E, +) , \u # D(E0).
Proof. Suppose there is some =>0 such that for suitable
(u~ n)n1 /D(E0) we have that
} | (W, {u~ n) H u~ n d+ }>= E0(u~ n , u~ n)+n &u~ n&2L2(E, +) \n.
Define un : =u~ n &u~ n&L2(E, +) . It follows that
= E0(un , un)<212 &|W | H& E0(un , un)12.
Consequently supn1 E
0(un , un)<+. But on the other hand, for all m,
m<212 &|W |H& E0(um , um)12,
which is a contradiction. K
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Fix n # N. Denote by (En, D(E0)) the form
En(u, v) :=E0(u, v)&| (Bn, {u) H v d+; u, v # D(E0).
Due to Lemma 2.2 there is a constant : such that
} | (Bn, {u) H u d+ } 12E0(u, u)+: &u&2L2(E, +) , \u # D(E0).
Consequently
En(u, u)E0(u, u)& } | (Bn, {u) u d+ }
 12E
0(u, u)&: &u&2L2(E, +) .
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Thus
|En:+1(u, v)||E
0
:+1(u, v)|+ } | (Bn, {u) v d+ }
E0:+1(u, u)
12 E0:+1(v, v)
12+212 &|Bn|H& E0(u, u)12 &v&L2(E, +)
(1+212 &|Bn|H &) E0:+1(u, u)
12 E0:+1(v, v)
12
2(1+212 &|Bn|H &) En2:+1(u, u)
12 En2:+1(v, v)
12
2(1+212 &|Bn|H &)(1+:) En:+1(u, u)12 En:+1(v, v)12.
It follows that (En: , D(E
0)) is a coercive closed form on L2(E, +). Denote
the corresponding generator by (Ln: , D(L
n
:)). Note that v [ 
(Bn, {u) H v d+ is continuous on L2(E, +) for all u # D(E0). Consequently
D(Ln:)=D(L
0) and Ln:u=L
nu&: } u (cf. [MR, p. 23, Proposition 2.16]).
By [MR, p. 25, Theorem I.2.20 and Corollary I.2.21], (Ln: , D(L
0)) is the
generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup (T n, :t )t0 on
L2(E, +) such that T n, :t (L
2(E, +))/D(L0) for all t>0. Define
T nt u :=e
:tT n, :t u. Then (T
n
t )t0 is a strongly continuous semigroup with
generator (Ln, D(L0)) and T nt (L
2(E, +))/D(L0) \t>0, which proves the
assertion. K
(c) Identification of (T nt )t0 as Girsanov-Transform of (T
0
t )t0
For the terminology in this section we refer to [MR, Chap. VI]. Since
(E0, D(E0)) is quasi-regular there exists an E0-nest (Ek)k1 of compact
metrizable sets in E and a locally compact separable metric space E such
that Y :=k1 Ek is a dense subset of E and the image (E , D(E )) of
(E0, D(E0)) under the inclusion map i : Y/E is a regular Dirichlet form on
L2(E , + ) with associated generator (L , D(L )), where + :=+ b i &1 is a
positive Radon measure on E (cf. [MR, p. 174, Theorem VI.1.2]).
Notation. For a B(E)-measurable function f : E  R define f : E  R by
f (z)= f (z) for z # Y and f (z)=0 otherwise. For a B(E)-measurable vector
field W : E  H define W : E  H by W (z)=W(z) for z # Y and W (z)=0
otherwise.
Remarks 2.3. (i) Since Y # B(E ) (cf. [MR, p. 174, Theorem VI. 1.2])
f and W are measurable.
(ii) |W |H=|W |H .
(iii)  f d+ = f d+.
(iv) f is E0-quasi continuous if and only if f is E -quasi continuous.
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(v) f # B(E) & D(L0) implies f # B(E ) & D(L ) and L0f is a + -version
of L f .
(vi) (E , D(E )) has the local property.
By the general theory of Dirichlet forms there exists a Hunt process
M =(0 , F , (X t)t0 , (P x)x # E 2) properly associated with (E , D(E )) (cf.
[FOT] or [MR]) which is a conservative diffusion (i.e. P x[‘=]=1
and P x[t [ X t is continuous on [0, ‘)]=1 for all x # E ). Here E 2 is to be
taken as the one-point compactification of E if E is non-compact. If E is
already compact, 2 is adjoined as an isolated point. As usual we set
f (2)=0 for any f # B(E ). For technical reasons we choose
0 =[| | | : [0, )  E 2 is right continuous and has left-limits in E
on (0, ‘(|)), |(t)=2 for t‘(|)],
where ‘(|)=inf[t0 | |(t)=2] denotes the lifetime of |, and
X t(|)=|(t). Let F 0t =_(X s | st) and denote by (F t)t0 the natural
filtration corresponding to M . Let ( p t)t0 be the transition semigroup and
(R :):>0 the resolvent corresponding to M .
For the terminology in the next paragraphs we refer to [FOT, Chap-
ter 5]. Recall that an additive functional (=AF) (At)t0 of M is called a
continuous additive functional (=CAF) if t [ At(|) is continuous on
[0, ) and a positive continuous additive functional (=PCAF) if in addi-
tion At(|)0 for all t0 and | in a defining set. Two additive functionals
(At)t0 and (Bt)t0 are called equivalent if there exists a common defining
set 4 and a common exceptional set N with At(|)=Bt(|) \t0, | # 4.
As usual we define the energy e(A) of an AF A=(At)t0 by
e(A)=lim
t a 0
1
2t
E + [A2t ],
whenever this limit exists. Note that e(A)=sup(12t) E + [A2t ] if (At)t0 is a
martingale additive functional (=MAF) (i.e., an AF such that E x[A2t ]<,
E x[At]=0 \t0 E -q.e.), since t [ E + [A2t ] is subadditive. Denote as M1
the set of all MAF of finite energy.
For an E0-quasi continuous function u in D(E0) denote by (A[u ]t )t0 the
CAF (u (X t)&u (X 0))t0. Note that u is E -quasi continuous due to
Remark 2.3 (iv). By [FOT, p. 203, Theorem 5.2.2] (A[u ]t )t0 can be
decomposed uniquely into the sum of a MAF (M [u ]t )t0 of finite energy
and a CAF (N [u ]t )t0 of zero energy. Since (A
[u ]
t )t0 and (N
[u ]
t )t0 are
continuous, so is (M [u ]t )t0 .
For M # M1 there exists (up to equivalence) a unique PCAF
(M )=((M )t)t0 such that E x[M 2t ]=E x[(M ) t] \t0, E -q.e. Denote
with +(M ) the uniquely determined smooth measure corresponding to
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(M ) via the Revuz correspondence (cf. [FOT, p. 188, Theorem 5.1.4]).
Let +(u ) : =+(M[u ]) . Note that every finite positive measure & which is
absolutely continuous w.r.t. + is smooth.
Denote by S0 the set of all positive Radon measures of finite energy
integral; i.e., for any & # S0 there is a constant C>0 such that
| |v| d&C } E 1(v, v)12; \v # D(E ) & C0(E ).
Denote by U1& the unique function in D(E ) with
E 1(U1 &, v)=| v d&; \v # D(E ) & C0(E )
(cf. [FOT, Chapter 2]). Let S00 be the subset of all finite measures & # S0
such that &U1&&<.
Remark 2.4. For any f # B(E ) & L1(E , + ) we have that
P x _|
t
0
| f |(X s) ds<+, t0&=1 E -q.e.
Proof. Note that for & # S00
| R 1 | f | d&=sup
n1
| R 1( | f | 7 n) d&=sup
n1
E 1(U1&, R 1( | f | 7n))
=sup
n1
| U1& } | f | 7 n d+ &U1 && & f &L1(E , + ) . (2.1)
Hence R 1 | f |<+ E -q.e. by [FOT, p. 79, Theorem 2.2.3] and therefore
E x _|
t
0
| f | (X s) ds&etR 1 | f |(x)< E -q.e. (2.2)
which implies the assertion. K
Due to the last remark, the process (N ft )t0 given by N
f
t : =
t
0 f (X s) ds,
is a CAF for any f # B(E ) & L1(E , + ).
Lemma 2.5. Let fn , f # B(E ) & L1(E , + ) such that fn  f in L1(E , + ).
Then N fnkt  N
f
t in L
1(P x), t0, E -q.e. along some subsequence (nk)k1.
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Proof. Take a subsequence (nk)k1 with & f & fnk &L1(E , + )12
k. By
(2.2)
E x _} |
t
0
f (X s)& fnk(X s) ds }&etR 1 | f& fnk |(x).
Since by (2.1)
| R 1 | f & fnk | d&&U1 &&2k
for any & # S00 it follows from [FOT, p. 79, Theorem 2.2.3] that the
set [x | limk   R 1 | f & fnk |(x)>0] is E -exceptional, which implies the
assertion. K
The next proposition can be proved as Proposition 4.5 in [AR2]. We
include the proof for the reader’s convenience.
Proposition 2.6. Let u # D(E0); then (M [u ]) t=t0 |{u|
2
H (X s) ds, t0.
Proof. Let u # FC b . By [FOT, p. 206, Theorem 5.2.3]
| f d+(u )=2E (u f , u )&E (u 2, f )
=2E0(uf, u)&E0(u2, f )
=| f |{u| 2H d+=| f |{u| 2H d+
for f # D(E0) bounded. Hence +(u )=|{u| 2H d+ . On the other hand it is easy
to see that (N |{u|
2
H
t )t0 is a PCAF with associated smooth measure
|{u| 2H d+ . Thus N
|{u| 2H and (M [u ]) must be equivalent.
For general u # D(E0) take a sequence (un)n1 /FC b with
E0(u&un , u&un)12n. Since for & # S00
E &[|(M [u ]) t&(M [un]) t | ](E &[(M [u ]) t]12+E &[(M [un]) t]12)
_E &[(M [u&un]) t]12
2(1+t) &U1&& (E0(u, u)12+E0(un , un)12)
_E0(u&un , u&un)12
converges to zero as n   (cf. [FOT, p. 190, Lemma 5.1.9]), it follows as
in the proof of Lemma 2.5 that (M [un]) t  (M [u ]) t , t0, in L1(P x)E -
q.e. Since also N |{unk|
2
H
t  N
|{u| 2H
t , t0, in L
1(P x) E -q.e. along some sub-
sequence (nk)k1 , due to Lemma 2.5, this implies the assertion. K
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For u, v # D(E0) it follows that
(M [u ], M [v ]) t=|
t
0
({u, {v) H (X s) ds
and consequently (Mi, M j) t=$ij } t, where Mi :=M [,
 i].
By [FOT, p. 241, Theorem 5.6.1] and the last proposition there exists
the stochastic integral b n, i } Mi # M1 such that
(b n, i } Mi, L) t=|
t
0
b n, i (X s) d(M i, L) s ; L # M1 . (2.3)
Define Yn :=ni=1 b n, i } M
i # M1 . Since Mi is continuous, Y n is con-
tinuous again.
Note that for u # D(E0) we obtain from (2.3)
(Y n, M [u ]) t= :
n
i=1
|
t
0
b n, i (X s) (ei , {u) H (X s) ds
=|
t
0
(Bn, {u) H (X s) ds. (2.4)
Especially by (2.4)
(Y n) t= :
n
i=1
|
t
0
b n, i (X s) (Bn, ei) H (X s) ds=|
t
0
|Bn| 2H (X s) ds. (2.5)
Define Znt :=exp(Y
n
t &(12)(Y
n) t). It is well known that (Zt)t0 is a
continuous non-negative local martingale, hence a supermartingale E -q.e.
Since (Y n)tt &|Bn| 2H& it is in fact a square-integrable martingale E -q.e.
with
E x[(Znt )
2]exp(t &|Bn| 2H&). (2.6)
For f # Bb(E ) define
Pnt f (x) :=E x[ f (X t) Z
n
t ]; x # Y.
Lemma 2.7. The family of operators Pnt : f [ P
n
t f induces a strongly con-
tinuous semigroup on L2(E, +)again denoted as (Pnt )t0 .
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Proof. By (2.6) and the + -symmetry of M we have for f # Bb(E )
| E x[ f (X t) Znt ]2 + (dx)| E x[ f 2(X t)] E x[(Znt )2] +(dx)
exp(t &|Bn| 2H&) | p t( f 2) d+
=exp(t &|Bn| 2H&) & f &
2
L2(E , + ) . (2.7)
(2.7) implies E x[ f (X t) Znt ]=E x[ f $(X t) Z
n
t ] +-a.e for any two functions f,
f $ with f |Y= f $|Y +-a.e and also
| (Pnt f )2 d+exp(t &|Bn| 2H&) & f &2L2(E, +) ; f # Bb(E ).
Thus f [ Pnt f induces a bounded linear operator on L
2(E, +) again
denoted as Pnt .
Since (Znt )t0 is a multiplicative functional and P
n
s f (x)=E x[ f (X s) Z
n
s ]
for x # Y it follows for bounded f and +-a.e. x # Y that
Pnt+s f (x)=E x[ f (X t+s) Z
n
t+s]=E x[E X t[ f (X s) Z
n
s ] Z
n
t ]
=E x[Pns f (X t) Z
n
t ]=P
n
t (P
n
s f )(x).
Hence the semigroup property holds for (Pnt )t0 .
Since by the + -symmetry of M
| (Pnt f & f )2 d+=| E x[( f (X t)& f (X 0)) Znt ]2 + (dx)
exp(t &|Bn| 2H&) | E x[( f (X t)& f (X 0))2] + (dx)
=exp(t &|Bn| 2H&) | ( p t f 2&2f p t f + f 2) d+
2 exp(t &|Bn| 2H &) & f &L2(E, +) & f &Tt f &L2(E, +)
for f # Bb(E ), the strong continuity of (Pnt )t0 is now an easy con-
sequence. K
Denote the infinitesimal generator corresponding to (Pnt )t0 with
(An, D(An)).
Proposition 2.8. (An, D(An))=(Ln, D(L0)).
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Proof. Let u be an E0-q.c. +-version of some element in D(L0). Fix t>0
and x # Y such that Zns , 0st, is an L
2(P x)-integrable continuous
martingale. Denote by Q x the measure Znt P x on F t . Note that any
F t -measurable, L2(P x)-integrable random variable F is Q x-integrable, since
E Qx [|F | ]=E x[|F | Z
n
t ]E x[F
2]12 E x[(Znt )
2]12.
From the general Girsanov Theorem (cf. [IW, p. 177, Theorem 4.1]) we
obtain a sequence of stopping times (Tn)n1 with Tn A t such that
M [u ]Tn 7 s&(M
[u ], Y n) Tn 7 s , 0st, is an L
2(Q x)-integrable martingale.
Consequently by (2.4) and Remark 2.3 (v)
Pnt u(x)&u(x)=E x[(u (X t)&u (X 0)) Z
n
t ]
=E Qx _M [u ]t +|
t
0
L0u (X s) ds&
= lim
n  
E Qx _M [u ]Tn 7 t+|
Tn 7 t
0
L0u (X s) ds&
= lim
n  
E Qx _|
Tn 7 t
0
(Bn, {u) H (X s)+L0u (X s) ds&
=|
t
0
Pns ((B
n, {u) H+L0u)(x) ds.
Since this reasoning holds for E -q.e. x # Y we conclude that
Pnt u&u=
t
0 P
n
s ((B
n, {u) H+L0u) ds. Therefore u # D(An) and Anu=
(Bn, {u) H+L0u=Lnu. Thus (An, D(An)) is an extension of (Ln, D(L0)).
Since (Ln, D(L0)) is maximal (i.e., there is no real extension of (Ln, D(L0))
that generates a strongly continuous semigroup) the assertion follows. K
Remark 2.9. Note that as a consequence of the last proposition we
obtain that the semigroups (Pnt )t0 and (T
n
t )t0 coincide. Especially
(T nt )t0 is sub-Markovian and T
n
t 1=1. But there is also a pure analytic
proof for these two properties of (T nt )t0 :
1. Step. (En: , D(E
0)) is positiveness preserving. To this end it suffices to
prove that En:(u
+, u&) 0 for all u # D(E0) (cf. [MR2, Proposition 1.3]).
But this follows from the fact that  (Bn, {u+) H u& d+=0, since
{u+=1[u0] {u, and from the fact that E0:(u
+, u&) 0, since (E0, D(E0))
is a Dirichlet form.
2. Step. Due to [MR2, Theorem 1.5] (T n, :t )t0 is positiveness
preserving and so is (T nt )t0 , because T
n
t =e
:tT n, :t . Since 1 # D(L
0) and
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{1=0 we have that Ln1=0 and therefore T nt 1=1; \t0. This implies
that (T nt )t0 is sub-Markovian.
(d) The limit T nt u as n   for bounded u
Lemma 2.10. (i)  (B, {u) H u d+0 \u # D(E0) & L(E, +).
(ii)  (B, {u)H u d+=0 \u # D(E0) & L(E, +) if  (B, {u) H d+=0
\u # FC b .
Proof. First note that E.3 implies  (B, {u) H d+0 (resp. =0 in (ii))
\u # D(E0), u0. Since {(u2)=2u{u for u # D(E0) & L(E, +) the asser-
tion follows. K
Lemma 2.11. Let u # L(E, +), then (T nt u)n1 is an L
2(E, +)-Cauchy
sequence.
Proof. 1. Step. Since (T nt )t0 is sub-Markovian we have that
E0(T ns u, T
n
s u)=(&L
nT ns u, T
n
s u)L2(E, +)+((B
n, {T ns u) H , T
n
s u)L2(E, +)
(&LnT ns u, T
n
s u)L2(E, +)
+&u& &|Bn| H&L2(E, +)(2E0(T ns u, T
n
s u))
12.
Note that s [ T ns u is strongly measurable on (0, ) w.r.t. the E
0-norm,
since s [ E0(v, T ns u) is measurable for all v # D(L
0), hence all v # D(E0),
and D(E0) is a separable Hilbert space. Thus for t>=>0
|
t
=
E0(T ns u, T
n
s u) ds|
t
=
(&LnT ns u, T
n
s u)L2(E, +) ds+&u& &|Bn|H &L2(E, +)
_|
t
=
(2E0(T ns u, T
n
s u))
12 ds
(12) &T n= u&
2
L2(E, +)+(2t)
12 &u& &|Bn|H &L2(E, +)
_\|
t
=
E0(T ns u, T
n
s u) ds+
12
which implies
\|
t
=
E0(T ns u, T
n
s u) ds+
12
2&12 &T n= u&L2(E, +)+(2t)12 &u& &|Bn|H &L2(E, +)
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and for =  0
\|
t
0
E0(T ns u, T
n
s u) ds+
12
2&12 &u&L2(E, +)+(2t)12 &u& &|Bn|H &L2(E, +) .
Hence M :=supn1 (t0 E
0(T ns u, T
n
s u) ds)
12<.
2. Step. Note that
(LnT ns u&L
mT ms u, T
n
s u&T
m
s u)L2(E, +)
=(L0(T ns u&T
m
s u), T
n
s u&T
m
s u)L2(E, +)
+((Bn, {T ns u) H&(B
m, {T ms u) H , T
n
s u&T
m
s u)L2(E, +)
((Bn&B, {T ns u) H+(B&B
m, {T ms u) H , T
n
s u&T
m
s u)L2(E, +)
2 &u& (&|Bn&B|H&L2(E, +) (2E0(T ns u, T
n
s u))
12
+&|B&Bm|H &L2(E, +) (2E0(T ms u, T
m
s u))
12).
Thus for t>=>0
&T nt u&T
m
t u&
2
L2(E, +)&&T
n
= u&T
m
= u&
2
L2(E, +)
=2 |
t
=
(LnT ns u&L
mT ms u, T
n
s u&T
m
s u)L2(E, +) ds
4 &u& \&|Bn&B|H&L2(E, +) |
t
=
(2E0(T ns u, T
n
s u))
12 ds
+&|B&Bm|H&L2(E, +) |
t
=
(2E0(T ms u, T
m
s u))
12 ds+
which implies for =  0 that
&T nt u&T
m
t u&
2
L2(E, +)4 &u& (&|B
n&B| H&L2(E, +)+&|B&Bm|H&L2(E, +))
_(2t)12 M.
Clearly the right hand side of the last inequality converges to zero as
n, m  . K
For u # L(E, +) let Tt u :=limn   T nt u.
Lemma 2.12. Let u # L(E, +). Then
(i) &Tt u&L2(E, +)&u&L2(E, +) .
(ii)  Tt u d+ u d+ if u0.
(iii)  Tt u d+= u d+ if  (B, {u) d+=0 \u # FC b .
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Proof. Let M :=supn1 (t0 E
0(T ns u, T
n
s u) ds)
12. Clearly
(LnT ns u, T
n
s u)L2(E, +)=(L
0T ns u, T
n
s u)L2(E, +)+((B
n, {T ns u) H , T
n
s u)L2(E, +)
((Bn&B, {T ns u) H , T
n
s u)L2(E, +)
&u& &|Bn&B|H&L2(E, +) (2E0(T ns u, T
n
s u))
12.
Thus for t>=>0
&T nt u&2L2(E, +)&&T n= u&2L2(E, +)
=2 |
t
=
(LnT ns u, T
n
s u)L2(E, +) ds
2 &u& &|Bn&B|H&L2(E, +) (2t)12M;
hence for =  0
&T nt u&
2
L2(E, +)&&u&
2
L2(E, +)2 &u& &|B
n&B|H &L2(E, +) (2t)12M,
which implies that
&Tt u&2L2(E, +)&&u&
2
L2(E, +)= lim
n  
&T nt u&
2
L2(E, +)&&u&
2
L2(E, +)0.
For the proof of (ii) and (iii) note that for u0
| LnT ns u d+=| L0T ns u d++| (Bn, {T ns u) H d+
| (Bn&B, {T ns u) H d+
&|Bn&B|H&L2(E, +) (2E0(T ns u, T ns u))12
since L01=0, hence  L0u d+=0 \u # D(L0). Consequently for t>=>0
| T nt u&T n= u d+=|
t
=
| LnT ns u d+ ds
&|Bn&B|H&L2(E, +) |
t
=
(2E0(T ns u, T
n
s u))
12 ds,
which implies that
| T nt u&u d+=lim= a 0 | T
n
t u&T
n
= u d+
&|Bn&B|H &L2(E, +) (2t)12M
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and therefore that
| Ttu&u d+= limn   | T
n
t u&u d+0.
In the case  (B, {u) H d+=0 \u # FC b clearly  Tt u&u d+=0. K
Due to Lemma 2.12 every operator Tt can be extended to a contraction
on L2(E, +) again denoted as Tt .
(e) Identification of (Tt)t0 as Girsanov-Transform of (T 0t )t0
Lemma 2.13. The sequence (Y n)n1 of continuous MAF is an e-Cauchy
sequence.
Proof. From (2.5) it follows that
E + [(Y nt )
2]=E + [(Y n) t]=E + _|
t
0
|Bn| 2H (X s) ds& \n.
Moreover by (2.4)
E + [Y nt Y
m
t ]=E + [(Y
n, Y m) t]=E + _ :
n
i=1
(b n, i } Mi, Y m)t&
=E + _ :
n
i=1
|
t
0
b n, i (X s)(ei , Bm) H (X s) ds&
=E + _|
t
0
(Bn, Bm) H (X s) ds&.
Consequently
E + [(Y nt &Y
m
t )
2]=E + _|
t
0
|Bn&Bm| 2H (X s) ds&
=|
t
0
| p s |Bn&Bm| 2H d+ ds
=t &|Bn&Bm| H&2L2(E, +) ,
and thus e(Y n&Y m)=(12) &|Bn&Bm|H &2L2(E, +) . Since |Bn&Bm|H is an
L2(E, +)-Cauchy sequence, the assertion follows. K
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By [FOT, p. 202, Theorem 5.2.1] there is some MAF Y of finite energy
such that limn   e(Y n&Y)=0. Moreover, Y is continuous since there is
some subsequence (nk)k1 with
P x[ lim
k  
Y nkt =Yt uniformly on [0, T] \T0]=1 E -q.e.
Lemma 2.14. (i) (Y ) t=t0 |B|
2
H (X s) ds, t0.
(ii) Let u # D(E0), then (Y, M [u ]) t=t0 (B, {u) H (X s) ds, t0,
P + -a.s.
Proof. (i) Since Y nt  Yt in L
2(P + ) by Lemma 2.13 we obtain that
(Y n) t  (Y) t in L1(P + ). But (Y n) t=t0 |B
n| 2H (X s) ds by (2.5) and
E + [t0 |B
n&B| 2H (X s) ds] converges to zero for n  . Hence (Y ) t=
t0 |B|
2
H (X s) ds, t0 P + -a.s. Thus the corresponding Revuz measures coin-
cide which implies that (Y ) and  }0 |B|
2
H (X s) ds must be equivalent.
(ii) Since (L, M[u ]) t(L) 12t (M
[u ]) 12t by the inequality of
CauchySchwarz, for any L # M1 , and (Y n) t  (Y ) t in L1(P + ) it follows
from (2.4) that
(Y, M [u ]) t= lim
n  
(Y n, M [u ])t=|
t
0
(B, {u) H (X s) ds
in L1(P + ). K
It is easy to construct an (F 0t )t0-adapted version Y of Y which is
indistinguishable from Y in the sense that P x[Y t=Yt \t0]=1 E -q.e.
Hence there exists some E -exceptional set N # B(E ) such that
(Y t)t0 is an L2(P x)-integrable continuous martingale
with Y 0=0, and (Y ) t=t0 |B|
2
H (X s) ds, t0, \x # E "N. (2.9)
Y t+s=Y t b %s+Y s P x -a.s. for all s, t0, x # E "N. (2.10)
Define the process Zt :=exp((Y t&(12)(Y ) t) 1[X 0 # E "N]). Clearly
(Zt)t0 is (F 0t )t0-adapted, P x[Zt #1 \t0]=1 for x # N, and (Zt)t0
is a continuous non-negative local martingale. Thus the following clearly
holds for every x # E due to (2.9) and (2.10):
Zt+s=Zt b %s } Zs P x -a.s. \s, t0 (2.11)
Zt is continuous P x -a.s. (2.12)
E x[Zt]1 \t0 and E x[Z0]=1. (2.13)
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Due to (2.11)(2.13) we can apply [KW, p. 189, Theorem] to obtain a
standard process M B=(0 , t0 F Bt , (X t)t0 , (Q x)x # E 2) w.r.t. the filtra-
tion (F Bt )t0 , where F
B
t denotes the universal completion of F
0
t (in F
0
t )
w.r.t. all measures  Q x&(dx), where & is a finite measure on (E , B(E )),
such that Q x[A & [{<‘]]=E x[1A & [{<‘] Z{] for any (F 0t )t0-stopping
time { with {‘ and A # F 0{ . This implies that
Q x[A & [{<‘]]=E x[1A & [{<‘] Z{] (2.14)
for an arbitrary (F 0t )t0-stopping time { and A # F
0
{ , since
Q x[A & [{<‘]]=Q x[A & [{<‘] & [{7 ‘<‘]]=E x[1A & [{<‘] Z{7 ‘]
=E x[1A & [{<‘] Z{].
Since (Ek)k1 is also an E -nest, there exists some E -exceptional set N1 #N
such that
P x[ lim
k  
_E "Ek<‘]=0 \x # E "N1 (2.15)
where _A=inf[t>0 | X t # A] for Borel sets A (cf. [MR, p. 139, Proposi-
tion IV.5.30]).
Since the trace topologies on Ek induced by E and E coincide (cf. [MR,
p. 174, Theorem VI.1.2]) we have that t [ X t is continuous on [0, ‘) w.r.t.
the original topology if and only if it is continuous on [0, ‘) w.r.t.
the topology induced by E P x -a.s., x # E "N1 . By [MR, p. 141,
Corollary IV.6.5] we can find some E -exceptional set N0 # B(E ) with
N0 #N1 such that E "N0 is M -invariant; i.e.,
0 E "N0 :=[| | |(t) # E "N0 , |(t&) # E "N0 \t # [0, ‘(|))]
satisfies P x[0 E "N0]=1 \x # E "N0 .
Lemma 2.15. (i) Q x[t [ X t is continuous on [0, ‘)]=1 \x # E .
(ii) Q x[0 E "N0]=1 \x # E "N0; i.e., E "N0 is also M
B-invariant.
(iii) Q x[supk1 _E "Ek<‘]=0 \x # E "N1 .
Proof. (i) Obvious, since Q xRP x on F 0t & [t<‘].
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(ii) Fix x # E "N0 . Since M is a Hunt process there exists a decreas-
ing sequence of open sets (Gn)n1 containing N0 such that _Gn  _N0 P x -
a.s. (cf. [FOT, p. 318, Theorem A.2.4]). Note that [_A<t] # F 0t for open
sets A. Hence for t0
Q x[_N0<t, t<‘] lim
n  
Q x[_Gn<t, t<‘]
= lim
n  
E x[1[_Gn<t, t<‘] Zt]
=E x[1[_N0<t, t<‘] Zt]=0.
Since t # Q + & [0, ) [_N0<t, t<‘]=[_N0<‘] it follows that Q x[_N0<‘]
=0. Since 0 E "N0=[| | |(t) # E "N0 \t # [0, ‘(|))] Q x -a.s. by (i) and there-
fore 0 "0 E "N0 /[_N0<‘] Q x-a.s. the assertion follows.
(iii) Fix x # E "N1 . Then for t0
Q x[sup
k1
_E "Ek<t, t<‘] limk  
Q x[_E "Ek<t, t<‘]
= lim
k  
E x[1[_E "Ek<t, t<‘] Zt]
=E x[1[supk1 _E "Ek<t, t<‘]Zt]=0.
It follows as in the proof of (ii) that Q x[supk1 _E "Ek<‘]=0. K
Denote by ME "N0 the restriction of M to 0 E "N0 and by M
B
E "N0 the restric-
tion of M B to 0 E "N0 . Clearly, ME "N0 and M
B
E "N0 are standard processes on
E "N0 also w.r.t. the original topology on E "N0 .
Let M=(0, M, (Xt)t0 , (Px)x # E2) be the trivial extension of ME "N0 to
E and MB=(0, MB, (Xt)t0 , (Qx)x # E2) the trivial extension of M
B
E "N0 to
E (cf. [MR, p. 117118]).
M and MB are +-tight standard processes again and M is
properly associated with (E0, D(E0)). The +-tightness is
implied by (2.15) and Lemma 2.15 (iii). (2.16)
Lemma 2.16. Let f # B+(E), then E Q+ [ f (Xt)] f d+.
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Proof. First take f # B+b (E). Since Y
n
t  Y t in L
2(P + ) and
(Y n) t  (Y ) t in L1(P + ) by Lemma 2.13 there is a subsequence (nk)k1
with Znkt  Zt P + -a.s. Note that for x # E"N0
E Qx [ f (Xt)]=E
Q
x [ f (X t)]=E
Q
x [ f (X t) 1[t<‘]]
=E x[ f (X t) 1[t<‘] Zt]=E x[ f (X t) Zt].
Thus by the lemma of Fatou, Remark 2.9, and Lemma 2.12,
E Q+ [ f (Xt)]=E + [ f (X t) Zt]
lim inf
k  
E + [ f (X t) Znkt ]
=lim inf
k   | T
nk
t f d+
=| Tt f d+| f d+.
For arbitrary f # B+(E ) the assertion now follows by the monotone con-
vergence theorem. K
Let {n : =inf[t0 | t0 |B|
2
H (X s) dsn] and { :=supn1 {n . Note that {n
and { are (F 0t )t0-stopping times. Since (Z{n 7 t)t0 is a square-integrable
martingale for x # E"N0 it follows from (2.14) that
Qx[{n 7 t<‘]=Q x[{n 7 t<‘]=E x[1[{n 7 t<‘]Z{n 7 t]
=E x[Z{n 7 t]=1 for x # E"N0 .
Thus Qx[{ 7 t‘]=1 \t0 and therefore
Qx[{‘]=1 \x # E"N0 . (2.17)
On the other hand Lemma 2.16 implies that
E Q+ _|
t
0
|B| 2H (Xs) ds&=|
t
0
E Q+ [|B|
2
H (Xs)] dst | |B| 2H d+
and thus Q+[{=]=1. Hence Q+[‘=]=1 by (2.17) and
E+[Zt]=Q+[t<‘]=1 \t0. (2.18)
Lemma 2.17. EQx [ f (Xt)] is a +-version of Tt f for every f # Bb(E ).
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Proof. Since Znkt  Zt P+-a.s. for some subsequence (nk)k1 (cf. the
proof of Lemma 2.16) and E+[Znt ]=1=E+[Zt] it follows Z
nk
t  Zt in
L1(P+). Thus for f # Bb(E )
| |Tt f&E . [ f (Xt) Zt]| d+lim infk   | |T
nk
t f &E . [ f (Xt) Zt]| d+
lim inf
k   | E . [ | f (Xt)| |Z
nk
t &Zt |] d+=0,
which proves the assertion. K
Lemma 2.18. (Tt)t0 is a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on
L2(E, +).
Proof. Clearly Tt Ts f =Tt+s f \f # Bb(E ) by the Markov-property of
MB. Since f (Xt)  f (X0) for f # Cb(E ) it follows from Lebesgue’s theorem
that
lim
t a 0 | |Tt f& f |
2 d+=lim
t a 0 | |E
Q
x [ f (Xt)& f (X0)]|
2 +(dx)
lim sup
t a 0
| EQx [( f (Xt)& f (X0))2] +(dx)
=lim sup
t a 0
EQ+ [( f (Xt)& f (X0))
2]=0.
Since each Tt is a contraction, the semigroup property and the strong con-
tinuity extends to every f # L2(E, +). K
Denote the generator corresponding to (Tt)t0 with (L, D(L)).
Remark 2.19. Due to Lemma 2.12 and the fact that (Tt)t0 is sub-
Markovian the semigroup extends to a strongly continuous contraction
semigroup on L1(E, +), since
| |Tt f | d+=| |Tt f +&Tt f &| d+| |Tt f +|+|Tt f &| d+
| f ++ f & d+=| | f | d+,
for all f # L(E, +).
Proposition 2.20. (L, D(L)) is an extension of (L, FC b & D(L
0)).
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Proof. Let u be an E0-q.c. +-version of some element in
(L, FC b & D(L
0)). Take a function g # B+b (E ) with  g d+=1. By the
Girsanov Theorem there exists a sequence of stopping times (Tn)n1 such
that Tn A  and M [u ]Tn 7 t&(M
[u ], Y ) Tn 7 t , t0, is an L
2(Qg+)-integrable
martingale. Due to Lemma 2.16 we have that E Qg+[(
t
0 L
0u(Xs) ds)2]
E Qg+[t 
t
0 (L
0u)2 (Xs) ds]t2&g& &L0u&2L2(E, +) . Thus (M
[u ]
t )t0 is L
2(Qg+)-
integrable. Note that M [u ]t =u(Xt)&u(X0)&
t
0 L
0u(Xs) ds Pg+-a.s. and
thus Qg+ -a.s. Hence by Lemma 2.14 (ii)
| (Tt u&u) g d+=| E Qx [u(Xt)&u(X0)] g(x) +(dx)
=E Qg+[u(Xt)&u(X0)]
=E Qg+ _M [u ]t +|
t
0
L0u(Xs) ds&
= lim
n  
E Qg+ _M [u ]Tn 7 t+|
Tn 7 t
0
L0u(Xs) ds&
= lim
n  
E Qg+ _|
Tn 7 t
0
((B, {u) H (Xs)+L0u(Xs)) ds&.
Due to Lemma 2.16 again we have that
E Qg+ _|
t
0
|(B, {u) H | (Xs) ds&t &g& &(B, {u) H&L1(E, +)
and thus by Lemma 2.17
lim
n  
E Qg+ _|
Tn 7 t
0
((B, {u) H (Xs)+L0u(Xs)) ds&
=E Qg+ _|
t
0
((B, {u) H (Xs)+L0u(Xs)) ds&
=| |
t
0
Ts((B, {u) H+L0u) ds g d+.
Thus Ttu&u=t0 Ts((B, {u) H+L
0u) ds and consequently u # D(L) and
Lu=L0u+(B, {u) H which implies the assertion. K
Theorem 1.1 is now an easy consequence of (2.14), (2.16), Lemma 2.15,
Lemma 2.16, Lemma 2.17, Lemma 2.18, and Proposition 2.20.
Remark 2.21. It is also possible to show that (Tt)t0 is a strongly con-
tinuous contraction semigroup and that the corresponding generator
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(L, D(L)) is an extension of (L, FC b & D(L
0)) without using the transfor-
mation of a Markov process by means of a multiplicative functional. It can
be shown directly that E x[Zt]=1+ -a.e. and hence (Zt)t0 is an (F t)t0-
martingale w.r.t. P g+ , where g # B+(E ) with  g d+=1. Note that we have
not shown the existence of an associated standard process in this case.
Proof. 1. Step. E + [ f (X t) Zt] f d+ \f # B+(E ).
Since Znkt  Zt P + -a.s. along some subsequence (nk)k1 (cf. the proof of
Lemma 2.16) we have from Fatou’s Lemma, Remark 2.9 and Lemma 2.12
E + [ f (X t) Zt]lim inf
k  
E +[ f (X t) Znkt ]
=lim inf
k   | E x[ f (X t) Z
nk
t ] +(dx)
=lim inf
k   | T
nk
t f d+=| Tt f d+| f d+ (2.19)
for all f # B+b (E ) and subsequently all f # B
+(E ).
2. Step: Let T>0 and { be an arbitrary (F t)-stopping time with {T.
Then E + [(Y ) {Z{]T &|B|H&2L2(E, +) .
Proof. (i) Clearly
E + [(Y ){Z{]=E + _|
{
0
|B| 2H (X s) ds Z{&
=E + _|
T
0
|B| 2H(X s) Z{1[s{] ds&
=|
T
0
E + [|B| 2H (X s) Z{1[s{]] ds.
(ii) By the optional sampling theorem and (2.19)
E + [|B| 2H (X s) Z{1[s{]]E + [|B|
2
H (X s) Z{ 7 s1[s{]]
=E + [|B| 2H (X s) Zs1[s{]]
E + [|B| 2H (X s) Zs]
&|B|H &2L2(E, +) . (2.20)
Consequently E + [(Y ){Z{]T0 &|B|H &2L2(E, +) ds.
3. Step. Let {n :=inf[t0 | (Y ) t 6 |Y t |n]. Then {n is an (F t)-stopping
time and (Z{n 7 t)t0 a continuous square-integrable martingale w.r.t. P + .
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By Girsanov’s Theorem the process Y {n 7 t&(Y ) {n 7 t , t0, is a con-
tinuous local martingale w.r.t. the measure Q n+ =Z{n P + on (0 , t0 F t).
Since Y {n 7 t and (Y ) {n 7 t are uniformly bounded, Y {n 7 t&(Y ) {n 7 t is in
fact a martingale, and therefore
E + [Y {n 7 tZ{n 7 t]=E + [(Y ) {n 7 t Z{n 7 t] (2.21)
and thus by the 2. Step
E + [Z{n 7 t log Z{n 7 t]=E + [Z{n 7 t(Y {n 7 t&(12)(Y ) {n 7 t)]
=(12) E + [(Y ) {n 7 t Z{n 7 t]
(t2) &|B|H &2L2(E, +) , (2.22)
which implies the uniform integrability of (Z{n 7 t)n1. On the other hand,
note that {n A  P + -a.s. since (Y ) t< P + -a.s. and P + [sup0st
|Y s |>*](1*2) E + [Y 2t ] by Doob’s maximal inequality. Therefore
Z{n 7 t  Zt in L
1(P + ), which implies that E + [Zt]=limn   E + [Z{n 7 t]=1.
Since E x[Zt]1 + -a.e. it follows that E x[Zt]=1 + -a.e.
4. Step. We can show exactly in the same way as in the proof of
Lemma 2.17 that E x[ f (X t) Zt] is a +-version of Tt f for every f # Bb(E )
and in a similar way to that in the proof of Lemma 2.18 that (Tt)t0 is a
strongly continuous contraction semigroup on L2(E, +). Since we can also
define the measure Qg+ on F t via Qg+[A] := E x[1A Zt] g(x) +(dx);
A # F t , the proof of Proposition 2.20 can be done in exactly the same way
as above. K
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
Remark 3.1. First note that D(L0)/D(L$) and L$u=L0u+(B, {u) H ;
u # D(L0), since for u # D(L0) there exists a sequence (un)n1 /D such
that un  u and L0un  L0u in L2(E, +) hence in L1(E, +). Clearly
E0(un&u, un&u) = (&L0(un&u), (un&u))L2(E, +)  &L0(un&u)&L2(E, +) _
&un&u&L2(E, +) . Thus {un  {u in L2(E ; H, +) which implies (B, {un) H 
(B, {u) H in L1(E, +). Therefore u lies in the minimal closed extension of
(L, D) that is obviously contained in the closed extension (L$, D(L$)).
Now let (Bn)n1 be a sequence of bounded vector fields as in
Theorem 1.2 (i). Denote by (T nt )t0 the strongly continuous semigroup
corresponding to the generator (Ln, D(L0)).
Lemma 3.2. limn   T nt u=Ttu \u # D(L
0) & L(E, +) in L1(E, +).
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Proof. By the strong continuity of (Tt)t0 there exist constants
C, M0 such that &Ttu&L1(E, +)CeMt &u&L1(E, +) , t0, u # L1(E, +). By
Lemma 2.11 (1. Step) and Remark 2.9 it follows that supn1
(t0 E
0(T ns u, T
n
s u) ds)
12<+. (Note that we do not use E.3 in the 1.
Step of the proof of Lemma 2.11). Since T nt (L
(E, +))/D(L0) (cf.
Proposition 2.1) and Ttu&T nt u=
t
0 Tt&s(L
n&L$) T ns u ds we obtain that
&Ttu&T nt u&L1(E, +)|
t
0
CeM(t&s) &(Bn&B, {T ns u) H&L1(E, +) ds
CeMt |
t
0
&|Bn&B|H &L2(E, +) &|{T ns u|H&L2(E, +) ds
CeMt &|Bn&B|H &L2(E, +) - t \2 |
t
0
E0(T ns u, T
n
s u) ds+
12
CeMt - t sup
l1 \2 |
t
0
E0(T lsu, T
l
su) ds+
12
_&|Bn&B| H&L2(E, +) .
Clearly, the right hand side converges to zero for n  . K
Thus Theorem 1.2 (i) is proved. (ii) is an easy consequence, since each
(T nt )t0 is sub-Markovian (cf. Remark 2.9) and L
1-convergence implies
+-a.s. convergence along some subsequence. For the proof of (iii) suppose
that (L", D(L")) is another extension of (L, D) that generates a strongly
continuous semigroup (T t")t0 on L1(E, +). Since D(L0)/D(L") and
L"u=L0u+(B, {u) H on D(L0) again, by the proof of Lemma 3.2
T nt u  T t"u in L
1(E, +) for all u # D(L0) & L(E, +) also, hence T t"u=Ttu,
which implies T t"=Tt .
Thus (L$, D(L$)) is the only (closed) extension of (L, D) that generates
a strongly continuous semigroup in L1(E, +). By [Na, Theorem A-II, 1.33,
p. 46] D is a core for (L$, D(L$)) which proves Theorem 1.2 (iii).
For the proof of Theorem 1.2 (iv) we need the following:
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that (U$t)t0 is a sub-Markovian strongly con-
tinuous semigroup on L1(E, +) with corresponding generator (A$, D(A$)).
Then (U$t)t0 can be restricted to a strongly continuous semigroup (Ut)t0
on L2(E, +). The corresponding generator (A, D(A)) is just the part of
(A$, D(A$)) on L2(E, +).
Proof. By the strong continuity there exist constants C, M0 with
&U$t f&L1(E, +)CeMt & f &L1(E, +) ; \f # L1(E, +), t0. Since (U$t)t0 is
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sub-Markovian &U$t f&L(E, +)& f &L(E, +) ; \f # L(E, +), t0. Hence
U$t f # L2(E, +); \f # L(E, +), t0, and
&U$t f&L2(E, +)C12e(M2) t & f &L2(E, +) , \f # L(E, +), t0
by the RieszThorin interpolation theorem (cf. [ReSi, Theorem IX.17,
p. 27]), and (U$t)t0 can be restricted to a semigroup of bounded linear
operators (Ut)t0 on L2(E, +).
We want to show that (Ut)t0 is weakly continuous on L2(E, +). To this
end choose f # L2(E, +) and an arbitrary sequence (tn)n1 /[0, ) such
that tn  0. Clearly supn1 &Utn f&L2(E, +)<+ and thus by the
BanachAlaoglu Theorem (cf. [MR, Theorem A.2.1, p. 184]) there exists
some v # L2(E, +) such that Utnk f  v weakly in L
2(E, +) along some sub-
sequence (tnk)k1. Since Utnk f  f in L
1(E, +) we have that f =v. Hence
Utn f  f weakly in L
2(E, +) since this reasoning holds for every sub-
sequence. Due to [Y, p. 233, Theorem] (Ut)t0 is strongly continuous.
Denote the corresponding generator by (A, D(A)).
Clearly D(A)/[u # L2(E, +) & D(A$) | A$u # L2(E, +)] and Au=A$u
since L2-convergence implies L1-convergence. On the other hand, if
u # L2(E, +) & D(A$) such that A$u # L2(E, +), clearly
1
t
(Ut u&u)=
1
t
(U$tu&u)=
1
t |
t
0
U$sA$u ds=
1
t |
t
0
Us A$u ds. (3.1)
The right hand side of (3.1) converges to A$u in L2(E, +) as t   which
proves u # D(A) and Au=A$u. K
Applying the last lemma to the semigroup (Tt)t0 gives Theorem 1.2
(iv).
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